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Abstract — Cognitive radio is a revolutionary technology that allows efficient, adaptable and intelligent use of spectrum without causing interference to the current licensed users. For cognitive radio adaptability, optimal usability and the power to evolve are the major factors that set apart an evolutionary machine. This paper introduces the concept of spectrum and network heterogeneity in case of cognitive radio technology, spectrum management and spectrum sharing techniques. The challenges faced in networking in an cognitive environment is also discussed with some proposed solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The components of the CR network architecture, can be classified as two groups: the primary network and the CR network. The primary network (or licensed network) is referred to as an existing network, where the primary users have a license to operate in a certain spectrum band. If primary networks have an infrastructure, primary user activities are controlled through primary base stations. Due to their priority in spectrum access, the operations of primary users should not be affected by unlicensed users. The CR network (also called the dynamic spectrum access network, secondary network, or unlicensed network) does not have a license to operate in a desired band. Hence, additional functionality is required for CR users to share the licensed spectrum band. CR networks also can be equipped with CR base stations that provide single-hop connection to CR users. Finally, CR networks may include spectrum brokers that play a role in distributing the spectrum resources among different CR networks.

2. SPECTRUM HETEROGENEITY
Let us familiarize ourselves to the concept of spectrum heterogeneity[1]. CR users are capable of accessing both the licensed portions of the spectrum used by primary users and the unlicensed portions of the spectrum through wideband access technology. Consequently, the operation types for CR networks can be classified as licensed band operation and unlicensed band operation[1],[2].

- Licensed band operation: The licensed band is primarily used by the primary network. Hence, CR networks are focused mainly on the detection of primary users in this case. The channel capacity depends on the interference at nearby primary users. Furthermore, if primary users appear in the spectrum band occupied by CR users, CR users should vacate that spectrum band and move to available spectrum immediately.

- Unlicensed band operation: In the absence of primary users, CR users have the same right to access the spectrum. Hence, sophisticated spectrum sharing methods are required for CR users to compete for the unlicensed band.

3. NETWORK HETEROGENEITY
As the nomenclature suggests network heterogeneity[1] refers to the different access rights and priority rules for primary and secondary users in cognitive radio networks. So after spectrum heterogeneity which mainly talks about how much of spectrum usage is not out of bounds for a particular user, the next fundamental concept of network awareness in cognitive networks is network heterogeneity. [3] The CR users have the opportunity to perform three different access types:

- CR network access: CR users can access their own CR base station, on both licensed and unlicensed spectrum bands. Because all interactions occur inside the CR network, their spectrum sharing policy can be independent of that of the primary network.

- CR ad hoc access: CR users can communicate with other CR users through an ad hoc connection on both licensed and unlicensed spectrum bands.

- Primary network access: CR users can also access the primary base station through the licensed band. Unlike for other access types, CR users require an adaptive medium access control (MAC) protocol, which enables roaming over multiple primary networks with different access technologies.
4. SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONALITY AND CHALLENGES

There are several issues faced during spectrum management.

CR networks impose unique challenges due to the coexistence with primary networks, as well as diverse quality of service requirements. A CR is designed to be aware of and sensitive to the changes in its surroundings, which makes spectrum sensing an important requirement for the realization of CR networks. Spectrum sensing enables CR users to adapt to the environment by detecting spectrum holes without causing interference to the primary network. This can be accomplished through a real-time wideband sensing capability to detect weak primary signals in a wide spectrum range. Generally, spectrum sensing techniques can be classified into three groups: primary transmitter detection, primary receiver detection, and interference temperature management.

Spectrum sensing is the task of obtaining awareness about the spectrum usage and existence of primary users in a geographical area. This awareness can be obtained by using geo-location and database, by using beacons, or by local spectrum sensing at cognitive radios. When beacons are used, the transmitted information can be occupancy of a spectrum as well as other advanced features such as channel quality. The definition of opportunity determines the ways of measuring and exploiting the spectrum space. The conventional definition of the spectrum opportunity, which is often defined as “a band of frequencies that are not being used by the primary user of that band at a particular time in a particular geographic area”, only exploits three dimensions of the spectrum space: frequency, time, and space. Conventional sensing methods usually relate to sensing the spectrum in these three dimensions. Thus, new spectrum management functions are required for CR networks with the following critical design challenges:

- **Interference avoidance**: CR networks should avoid interference with primary networks.
- **QoS awareness**: To decide on an appropriate spectrum band, CR networks should support QoS-aware communication, considering the dynamic and heterogeneous spectrum environment.
- **Seamless communication**: CR networks should provide seamless communication regardless of the appearance of primary users. To address these challenges, we provide a directory for different functionalities required for spectrum management in CR networks. The spectrum management process consists of four major steps:
  - **Spectrum sensing**: A CR user can allocate only an unused portion of the spectrum. Therefore, a CR user should monitor the available spectrum bands, capture their information, and then detect spectrum holes. The goal of the spectrum sensing mechanism is to determine the status of the spectrum (e.g., to detect the signature of a signal from a licensed user) and the activity of the licensed user by periodically sensing the target frequency band. In particular, a CR transceiver detects an unused spectrum or spectrum hole (i.e., band, location, and time) and also determines the method of accessing it (i.e., transmission power and access duration) without interfering the transmission of the licensed user. Spectrum sensing can be either centralized or distributed. In centralized spectrum sensing, a sensing controller (e.g., an access point or a base station) senses the target frequency band, and the information obtained from sensing is shared with other nodes in the system. Centralized spectrum sensing can reduce the complexity of user terminals, as all the sensing functions are performed at the sensing controller. However, centralized spectrum sensing suffers from location diversity. For example, the sensing controller may not be able to detect licensed user at the edge of the cell. In distributed spectrum sharing, unlicensed users perform spectrum sensing independently, and the spectrum sensing results can be either used by individual CRs (i.e., noncooperative sensing) or shared among other users (i.e., cooperative sensing). Although cooperative sensing incurs more communication and processing overhead,
accuracy of spectrum sensing is higher than that of noncooperative sensing. [11]

- **Spectrum decision:** Based on the spectrum availability, CR users can allocate a channel. This allocation not only depends on spectrum availability, but is also determined based on internal (and possibly external) policies. The information obtained from spectrum sensing is used to schedule and plan the spectrum access by the unlicensed users. In this case, the communication requirements of the unlicensed users are also used to optimize the transmission parameters. The major components of spectrum management mechanisms are spectrum analysis and spectrum access optimization. [12] In spectrum analysis, information from spectrum sensing is analyzed to understand the ambient RF environment (e.g., the behavior of licensed users) and gain knowledge about the spectrum holes (e.g., interference estimation, duration of availability, and probability of collision with licensed user due to sensing error). A knowledge base of the spectrum access environment can be built and maintained on the basis of learning and knowledge extraction. Machine learning algorithms [13] from the field of artificial intelligence can be applied for learning and knowledge extraction. Subsequently, a decision to access the spectrum (e.g., frequency, bandwidth, modulation mode, transmission power, location, and time duration) is made by optimizing the system performance given the desired objective (e.g., maximize throughput of the unlicensed user) and constraints (e.g., maintain the interference caused to the licensed users below the target threshold).

- **Spectrum sharing and access:** Because there may be multiple CR users trying to access the spectrum, CR network access [14] should be coordinated to prevent multiple users colliding in overlapping portions of the spectrum. After the decision is made on spectrum access on the basis of spectrum analysis, the spectrum holes (also called spectrum opportunities) are accessed by the unlicensed users. Spectrum access is performed on the basis of a cognitive medium access control (MAC) protocol that intends to avoid collision/harmful interference with/to licensed users and also with other unlicensed users. The CR transmitter is also required to perform negotiation with the CR receiver to synchronize the transmission so that the transmitted data can be received successfully. A cognitive MAC protocol could be based on a fixed-allocation MAC (e.g., frequency-division multiple access, time-division multiple access, and code division multiple access [CDMA]) or a random access MAC (e.g., ALOHA and CSMA with collision avoidance). The optimal spectrum access decision depends on the ambient environment and the cooperative or competitive behavior of the unlicensed users. The spectrum access decision can be made in a noncooperative and distributed way based on a local optimization objective. Alternatively, a cooperative spectrum access decision can be made either in a distributed or a centralized way based on a global optimization objective. The spectrum access decisions are then communicated among CR transmitters and receivers. In a CRN, the secondary users may use either an interference control (or spectrum underlay) approach or an interference avoidance (or spectrum overlay) approach to exploit the spectrum opportunities. In the spectrum underlay approach, the secondary users transmit over the same spectrum as the primary users as long as the interference caused to the primary users does not exceed a threshold level. Therefore, such an approach requires a sophisticated power control scheme for secondary transmitters. In the spectrum overlay approach, the secondary users need to have the knowledge about spectrum holes so that the secondary users can exploit them, ensuring that there are no interference caused to the primary users. The interference avoidance [16] approach is, therefore, more conservative than the interference control approach, and no strict power control is required for this spectrum access paradigm.

- **Spectrum mobility:** [17] CR users are regarded as visitors to the spectrum. Hence, if the specific portion of the spectrum in use is required by a primary user, the communication must be continued in another vacant portion of the spectrum. Spectrum mobility is a function related to the change of operating frequency band of CR users. When a licensed user starts accessing a radio channel that is currently being used by an unlicensed user, the unlicensed user can switch to the idle spectrum band. This change in operating frequency band is referred to as spectrum hand-off [18]. During spectrum hand-off, the protocol parameters at the different layers in the protocol stacks have to be adjusted to match with the new operating frequency band. Spectrum hand-off must ensure that the data transmission by the unlicensed user can continue on the new spectrum band. The terms noncooperative and cooperative sensing are simply introduced here. The different types of spectrum sensing techniques will be discussed later in this paper.

![Fig. 3. Various aspects of spectrum sensing for cognitive radio.](image_url)
5. Spectrum Sensing Techniques

5.1. Horizontal and Vertical Spectrum Sharing Techniques

Cognitive radio basically works by making fundamental changes in the way radio spectrum is regulated. Basically we are focusing on horizontal and vertical spectrum sharing.[19][20]. Cognitive radios share spectrum with radio systems that are designed to access spectrum with different priorities based on the regulatory status of radios working within the same spectrum. The spectrums are named primary and secondary based on their priority, licensed radio systems are those have specially assigned bands and unlicensed radio systems are designed to live with some interference. Sharing with primary radio systems is referred to as vertical sharing, and sharing with secondary radio systems is referred to as horizontal sharing. Apparently, dissimilar cognitive radios that are not designed to communicate with each other may also share the same spectrum. This is another common example of horizontal sharing, because the dissimilar cognitive radio systems have the same regulatory status, i.e. similar rights to access the spectrum. The main work of the cognitive radio is to find out the unutilized spectrum. Opportunities keep changing over time and it is needless to say that that vertical sharing is more stringent than horizontal sharing. So “spectrum etiquettes”[21] and “value orientation” [22] are useful to control unpredictable uses. High transmission powers for large coverage areas in a particular broadcast area are used to guarantee reliable reception, so receivers close to the broadcast site have such high power that a little interference by cognitive radios in the vicinity cannot create much disturbance. It might therefore help to allow reuse of the broadcast band for cognitive radios after scanning for spectrum opportunities and change in scenario.

The following figure depicts the scenario clearly.

Fig.4. Horizontal and vertical spectrum sharing techniques

To guarantee fairness and efficiency, the way a cognitive radio makes decisions must be traceable for regulators. In traditional radio systems, algorithms for spectrum management, such as power control and channel selection, are implemented in many radio devices, but are vendor-specific and not visible to the outside world, for example regulators. As a result, today’s standards and regulation have to drastically constrain parameters like power levels and frequency ranges for operation, to achieve a minimum level of interoperability, spectrum efficiency, and fairness in spectrum access. The unique characteristic of cognitive radios on the other hand is that their radio resource management algorithms are weakly constrained by standards or regulation. This implies that the entire algorithms for decision-making in spectrum management have to be visible to the outside world, and control mechanisms for regulators have to be developed. For this purpose, DARPA XG proposes to realise such a control mechanism with a machine-understandable policy language. We discuss more details on this unique approach below. Figure 5 illustrates the full vision of overlay sharing and open spectrum. Unlike underlay sharing of radio systems like ultra wideband, cognitive radios are permitted to share spectrum in an overlay approach[23]: Transmission powers of cognitive radios exceed ultra wideband limits and may be even similar to the powers of incumbent radio systems. This clearly requires intelligent decision-making and/or operator assistance for protecting licensed services, and mitigating interference.

Fig.5. Opportunistic spectrum usage by cognitive radios in a wide range of frequencies

Unlicensed reuse of TV broadcast channels can also be performed as follows. The terrestrial TV broadcast band is currently in the process of being reorganised for the roll-out of digital video broadcast. This change is pursued in parallel in many regulatory domains worldwide. However, even with digital broadcast, high transmission powers for large coverage areas per broadcast site are used to guarantee reliable reception throughout the coverage area. This implies that many TV receivers for example close to the broadcast sites will be served with unnecessarily high power, and can therefore reliably operate even if some level of interference is emitted by cognitive radios at close proximity. It is therefore envisioned to allow such re-use of the entire TV
broadcast band[24] for cognitive radios that scan all TV channels throughout the band and operate only upon identification of spectrum opportunities. This is proposed for IEEE 802.22™, an emerging radio standard for access networks, designed to operate in the TV broadcast channels. Figure 5 illustrates this scenario: Shown are two adjacent TV broadcast sites and two independent pairs of cognitive radio devices that re-use parts of the spectrum for their own communication. Locally unused TV channels are identified as spectrum opportunities, and after some knowledge dissemination and negotiation, the pairs of cognitive radio devices communicate by using these opportunities. During their active communication, cognitive radios continue to scan the spectrum from time to time for signals from primary radio systems, i.e. the TV broadcast signals, in case the scenario should change.

Fig 6. Cognitive radio in the TV band: At different locations, the cognitive radio devices detect different frequency channels as free and interpret them as opportunities for their own communication. This example for vertical spectrum sharing is discussed at IEEE 802.22™ standardisation.

5.2. CHALLENGES IN NETWORK AWARENESS OR SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT

Channel Uncertainty in wireless communication networks, uncertainties in received signal strength arises due to channel fading or shadowing which may wrongly interpret that the primary system is located out of the secondary user’s interference range as the primary signal may be experiencing a deep fade or being heavily shadowed by obstacles. Therefore, cognitive radios have to be more sensitive to distinguish a faded or shadowed primary signal from a white space. Any uncertainty in the received power of the primary signal translates into a higher detection sensitivity requirement. Figure 6 shows the tradeoff between spectrum sensing time and user throughput.

Noise uncertainty is also a problem. The detection sensitivity can be defined as the minimum SNR at which the primary signal can be accurately (e.g. with a probability of 0.99) detected by the cognitive radio[26],

\[
\gamma_{\text{min}} = \frac{P_p L(D + R)}{N}
\]

Where N is the noise power, Pp is transmitted power of the primary user, D is the interference range of the secondary user, and R is maximum distance between primary transmitter and its corresponding receiver. The above equation suggests that in order to calculate the required detection sensitivity, the noise power has to be known, which is not available in practice, and needs to be estimated by the receiver. However the noise power estimation is limited by calibration errors as well as changes in thermal noise caused by temperature variations. Since a cognitive radio may not satisfy the sensitivity requirement due to an underestimate of N, min should be calculated with the worst case noise assumption, thereby necessitating a more sensitive detector.

Aggregate Interference is another challenge to overcome uncertainty. In future, due to the widespread deployment of secondary systems, there will be increased possibility of multiple cognitive radio networks operating over the same licensed band. As a result, spectrum sensing will be affected by uncertainty in aggregate interference (e.g. due to the unknown number of secondary systems and their locations). Though, a primary system is out of interference range of a secondary system, the aggregate interference may lead to wrong detection. This uncertainty creates a need for more sensitive detector, as a secondary system may harmfully interfere with primary system located beyond its interference range, and hence it should be able to detect them. Sensing Interference Limit is another such challenge. Primary goal of spectrum sensing is to detect the spectrum status i.e. whether it is idle or occupied, so that it can be accessed by an unlicensed user. The challenge lies in the interference measurement at the licensed receiver caused by transmissions from unlicensed users. First, an unlicensed user may not know exactly the location of the licensed receiver which is required to compute interference caused
due to its transmission. Second, if a licensed receiver is a passive device, the transmitter may not be aware of the receiver. So these factors need attention while calculating the sensing interference limit.

Conventional sensing methods usually relate to sensing the spectrum in three dimensions only – frequency, time and space. However, there are other dimensions that need to be explored further for spectrum opportunity. For example, the code dimension of the spectrum space has not been explored well in the literature. Therefore, the conventional spectrum sensing algorithms do not know how to deal with signals that use spread spectrum, time or frequency hopping codes. As a result, these types of signals constitute a major problem in sensing the spectrum. If the code dimension is interpreted as part of the spectrum space, this problem can be avoided and new opportunities for spectrum usage can be created. Naturally, this brings about new challenges for detection and estimation of this new opportunity. Similarly, the angle dimension has not been exploited well enough for spectrum opportunity. It is assumed that the primary users and/or the secondary users transmit in all the directions. However, with the recent advances in multi-antenna technologies, e.g. beam forming, multiple users can be multiplexed into the same channel at the same time in the same geographical area. In other words, an additional dimension of spectral space can be created as opportunity. This new dimension also creates new opportunities for spectral estimation where not only the frequency spectrum but also the angle of arrivals (AoAs) needs to be estimated. With these new dimensions, sensing only the frequency spectrum usage falls short. The radio space with the introduced dimensions can be defined as “a theoretical hyperspace occupied by radio signals, which has dimensions of location, angle of arrival, frequency, time, and possibly others”. This hyperspace is called electro space, transmission hyperspace, radio spectrum space, or simply spectrum space by various authors, and it can be used to describe how the radio environment can be shared among multiple (primary and/or secondary) systems [27],[28]. It is of crucial importance to define such an n-dimensional space for spectrum sensing. Spectrum sensing should include the process of identifying occupancy in all dimensions of the spectrum space and finding spectrum holes, or more precisely spectrum space holes. For example a certain frequency can be occupied for a given time, but it might be empty in another time. Hence, temporal dimension is as important as frequency dimension.

Most of these issues can be eradicated by the following ways:

• Search for the best frequency band: A cognitive radio must keep track of available frequency bands so that if necessary (e.g. a licensed user is detected), it can switch immediately to other frequency band. During transmission by an unlicensed user, the condition of the frequency band has to be observed. In a similar way to spectrum sensing, this would of course incur some overhead. The observation can be performed in a proactive manner or in an on demand basis. In the proactive approach, the condition of the available channels is periodically observed and the knowledge about these channels is continuously updated. In an on demand approach, channel observation can be performed only when an unlicensed user needs to switch the channel.

- Protocol stack adaptation: Since the latency due to spectrum handoff could be high, the modification and adaptation of other components in the protocol stack is required. For example, when an unlicensed user switches channel, the TCP timer at the transport layer can be frozen to avoid any miss interpretation of the delay incurred for the acknowledgement message. A cross layer optimized framework for protocol adaptation has to be developed to cope up with spectrum mobility.

- Self coexistence and synchronization: When an unlicensed (or secondary) user performs spectrum handoff, two issues have to be taken into account. First, the target channel must not currently be used by any other secondary user (i.e. the self coexistence requirement), and the receiver of the corresponding secondary link must be notified of the spectrum handoff (i.e. the synchronization requirement). For the self coexistence issue, a spectrum broker can be used to manage spectrum allocation. For synchronization, the MAC protocol must be designed with provision for spectrum handoff information exchange.

6. SOME SPECTRUM SHARING ALGORITHMS

6.1 SPECTRUM SENSING FOR SPECTRUM OPPORTUNITIES

a. Primary transmitter detection: In this case, the detection of primary users is performed based on the received signal at CR users. This approach includes matched filter (MF) based detection, energy based detection, covariance based detection, waveform based detection, cyclostationary based detection, radio identification based detection and random Hough Transform based detection.

b. Cooperative and collaborative detection [29]: In this approach, the primary signals for spectrum opportunities are detected reliably by interacting or cooperating with other users, and the method can be implemented as either centralized access to spectrum coordinated by a spectrum server or distributed approach implied by the spectrum load smoothing algorithm or external detection.

6.2 SPECTRUM SENSING FOR INTERFERENCE DETECTION

a. Interference temperature detection: In this approach, CR system works as in the ultra wide band (UWB) technology where the secondary users coexist with primary users and are allowed to transmit with low power and are restricted by the interference temperature level so as not to cause harmful interference to primary users.

b. Primary receiver detection:[30] In this method, the interference and/or spectrum opportunities are detected
based on primary receiver’s local oscillator leakage power.

There are different types of spectrum sensing methods: transmitter detection, co-operative detection and interference detection.

In transmitter detection, the usage of the spectrum is determined by checking whether the signal from a primary transmitter is present in the spectrum. This can be done using three techniques:

1. Matched Filtering [31]: The matched filter is the optimal linear filter for maximizing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the presence of additive stochastic noise. Matched filters are commonly used in radar, in which a known signal is sent out, and the reflected signal is examined for common elements of the out-going signal. In matched filtering technique the use uses prior knowledge of the primary user’s waveform to determine whether the spectrum is in use. A matched filter (MF) is a linear filter designed to maximize the output signal to noise ratio for a given input signal. When secondary user has a priori knowledge of primary user signal, matched filter detection is applied. Matched filter operation is equivalent to correlation in which the unknown signal is convolved with the filter whose impulse response is the mirror and time shifted version of a reference signal. The operation of matched filter detection is expressed as:

$$Y[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} h[n-k]x[k]$$

Where ‘x’ is the unknown signal (vector) and is convolved with the ‘h’, the impulse response of matched filter that is matched to the reference signal for maximizing the SNR. Detection by using matched filter is useful only in cases where the information from the primary users is known to the cognitive users.

Advantages: Matched filter detection needs less detection time because it requires only O (1/SNR) samples to meet a given probability of detection constraint. When the information of the primary user signal is known to the cognitive radio user, matched filter detection is optimal detection in stationary Gaussian noise.

Disadvantages: Matched filter detection requires a prior knowledge of every primary signal. If the information is not accurate, MF performs poorly. Also the most significant disadvantage of MF is that a CR would need a dedicated receiver for every type of primary user.

2. Energy Detection[32] It is a non coherent detection method that detects the primary signal based on the sensed energy. Due to its simplicity and no requirement on a priori knowledge of primary user signal, energy detection (ED) is the most popular sensing technique in cooperative sensing.

In this method, signal is passed through band pass filter of the bandwidth W and is integrated over time interval. The output from the integrator block is then compared to a predefined threshold. This comparison is used to discover the existence of absence of the primary user. The threshold value can set to be fixed or variable based on the channel conditions. The ED is said to be the Blind signal detector because it ignores the structure of the signal. It estimates the presence of the signal by comparing the energy received with a known threshold v derived from the statistics of the noise. Analytically, signal detection can be reduced to a simple identification problem, formalized as a hypothesis test.
Where $y(k)$ is the sample to be analyzed at each instant $k$ and $n(k)$ is the noise of variance $\sigma^2$. Let $y(k)$ be a sequence of received samples $k \in \{1, 2, ..., N\}$ at the signal detector, then a decision rule can be stated as,

$$H_0 : \text{if} \epsilon < \nu$$
$$H_1 : \text{if} \epsilon > \nu$$

where $\epsilon = E[y(k)^2]$ the estimated energy of the received signal and $\nu$ is chosen to be the noise variance $\sigma^2$.

However ED is always accompanied by a number of disadvantages:

i) Sensing time taken to achieve a given probability of detection may be high.

ii) Detection performance is subject to the uncertainty of noise power.

iii) ED cannot be used to distinguish primary signals from the CR user signals. As a result CR users need to be tightly synchronized and refrained from the transmissions during an interval called Quiet Period in cooperative sensing.

iv) ED cannot be used to detect spread spectrum signals.

3. Cyclo-stationary Feature Detection

[33] It exploits the periodicity in the received primary signal to identify the presence of primary users (PU). The periodicity is commonly embedded in sinusoidal carriers, pulse trains, spreading code, hopping sequences or cyclic prefixes of the primary signals. Due to the periodicity, these cyclostationary signals exhibit the features of periodic statistics and spectral correlation, which is not found in stationary noise and interference. Thus, cyclostationary feature detection is robust to noise uncertainties and performs better than energy detection in low SNR regions. Although it requires a priori knowledge of the signal characteristics, cyclostationary feature detection is capable of distinguishing the CR transmissions from various types of PU signals. This eliminates the synchronization requirement of energy detection in cooperative sensing. Moreover, CR users may not be required to keep silent during cooperative sensing and thus improving the overall CR throughput. This method has its own shortcomings owing to its high computational complexity and long sensing time. Due to these issues, this detection method is less common than energy detection in cooperative sensing accuracy.

6.2 WIRELESS SPECTRUM SENSING

Recently developed wireless standards have started to include cognitive features. Even though it is difficult to expect a wireless standard that is based on wideband spectrum sensing and opportunistic exploitation of the spectrum, the trend is in this direction. In this section, wireless technologies that require some sort of spectrum sensing for adaptation or for dynamic frequency access (DFA) are discussed. However, the spectrum knowledge can be used to initiate advanced receiver algorithms as well as adaptive interference cancellation. A proposed extension to IEEE 802.11 specification is IEEE 802.11k which defines several types of measurements. Some of the measurements include channel load report, noise histogram report and station statistic report. The noise histogram report provides methods to measure interference levels that display all non-802.11 energy on a channel as received by the subscriber unit. AP collects channel information from each mobile unit and makes its own measurements. This data is then used by the AP to regulate access to a given channel. The sensing (or measurement) information is used to improve the traffic distribution within a network as well. WLAN devices usually connect to the AP that has the strongest signal level. Sometimes, such an arrangement might not be optimum and can cause overloading on one AP and underutilization of others. In 802.11k, when an AP with the strongest signal power is loaded to its full capacity, new subscriber units are assigned to one of the underutilized APs. Despite the fact that the received signal level is weaker, the overall system throughput is better thanks to more efficient utilization of network resources. Bluetooth A new feature, namely adaptive frequency hopping (AFH)[35], is introduced to the Bluetooth standard to reduce interference between wireless technologies sharing the 2.4 GHz unlicensed radio spectrum. In this band, IEEE 802.11b/g devices,
cableless telephones, and microwave ovens use the same wireless frequencies as Bluetooth. AFH identifies the transmissions in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band and avoids their frequencies. Hence, narrow-band interference can be avoided and better bit error rate (BER) performance can be achieved as well as reducing the transmit power. By employing AFH, collisions with WLAN signals are avoided in this example. AFH requires a sensing algorithm for determining whether there are other devices present in the ISM band and whether or not to avoid them. The sensing algorithm is based on statistics gathered to determine which channels are occupied and which channels are empty. Channel statistics can be packet-error rate, BER, received signal strength indicator (RSSI), carrier to-interference-plus-noise ratio (CINR) or other metrics. The statistics are used to classify channels as good, bad, or unknown.
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